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ABSTRACT
Mobile commerce development is rapidly gaining grounds as mobile users increases. The importance of mobile
commerce in businesses such as fashion cannot be ignored. Consumers are faced with the problem of smartly
choosing suitable apparels for specific occasions. Hence, this work proposed an ontology-based framework to
recommend garments to the users for specific occasions to form a complementary outfit after a careful analysis and
evaluation of few existing mobile fashion applications. Protégé was used in developing the fashion ontology while the
backend of the recommender web application was developed using Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP). The front-end used
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) and JavaScript technologies for development. The
framework automatically derives personal traits of a user such as body type, color, occasion-wear and garment
attributes such as top, bottom and overall to interpret their respective context. The system depends on these contexts
to recommend outfits that are complementary and satisfactory in terms of the user’s preferences. The recommender
system would to a large extent assists users in suggesting appropriate outfits based on probabilistic reasoning schemes
thereby further bridging the gap between customers, merchant and system developers.
Keywords: Ontology, fashion, recommender system, m-commerce.
Conflicts of interest/Competing interests: There is no conflicting or competing interest.
1. INTRODUCTION
Electronic commerce, or e-commerce, is the buying and selling of goods and services on the Internet. Other than
buying and selling, many people use Internet as a source of information to compare prices or look at the latest products
on offer before making a purchase online or at a traditional store. For the purpose of this study e-commerce is taken
to mean doing business electronically [1].
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The fashion domain is a multi-faceted one, occupying a significant position in the global economy and involves a large
industrial chain, including garment design, production and sales [2]. The fashion domain has several properties and
behaves differently from most other domains. The domain is characterized by concepts related to clothes, popularity,
time and cultural grouping. Personalization in the fashion domain is the tool to achieve adoption, and as such, it is
considered important and adds value to the services provided [3].
The main driver of fashion is the need for belonging, and for individuals to share a common thought or opinion.
Customers are continuously faced with the challenging problem of choosing the right fashion apparel, as they find
themselves drowned in a plethora of options that they think they might need, but are not sure if they should purchase
them. Overall, a recommendation system is used to improve user experience by providing personalized suggestions
to users, based on large volumes of historical feedback; by uncovering hidden dimensions that describe the
preferences of users and the properties of the items they consume [4].
An ontology encompasses a representation, formal naming and definition of the categories, properties and relations
between the concepts, data and entities that substantiate one, many or all domains of discourse. Every field creates
ontologies to limit complexity and organize information into data and knowledge. As new ontologies are made, their
use hopefully improves problem solving within that domain. Translating research papers within every field is a problem
made easier when experts from different countries maintain a controlled vocabulary of jargon between each of their
languages [5]. A substantial amount of research has used the phrase knowledge graph as a generalized term. Although
there is no clear definition for the term knowledge graph, it is sometimes erroneously used as synonym for ontology
[6, 7]. One common interpretation is that a knowledge graph represents a collection of interlinked descriptions of
entities – real-world objects, events, situations or abstract concepts.
Due to the deluge of fashion apparels presented to users on various e-commerce sites, customers are faced with the
problem of choosing a particular apparel to purchase, as different variables are considered, such as price, size, color,
brand, location, weather, culture etc. This problem makes it difficult for a user to browse a catalogue, thereby making
it seem confusing. In addition, it is difficult for fashion e-commerce merchants to study the real-time demand of
consumers, as there is no enough information on user preferences or taste. Herein, there is not enough connection
between consumer information and these merchants.
Hence, this research is aimed at designing an ontology-driven fashion recommender framework that will identify the
shortcomings of existing recommender systems thereby giving an improved fashion recommender framework. The
study targets e-commerce users, with specific demographics and specific fashion apparels divided into gender specific
categories. The use of ontologies makes reasoning with the domain knowledge necessary due to these categorizations
1.1

Definition of Terms
1. Ontology: consists of a set of concepts, axioms and relationships that describes a domain of interest in
computer science.
2. OWL: means Ontology Web Language
3. VOWL: means Visual Notation for OWL Ontologies. It is a plugin that is used to visualize the
ontology
4. OWL-DL: means Ontology Web Language Description Language
5. Protégé: A free ontology development environment or tool.
6. Reasoner: A system containing set of axioms denoting facts and rules for reasoning and inferences.
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2. RELATED LITERATURE
Recommendation systems are widely used by m-commerce apps with the goal of reducing information overload,
converting browsers to buyers and cross selling by suggesting additional items to buy [8]. Most state-of-the-art
recommender systems are focused on recommending items based on item or user similarity. In particular, Bayesian
Personalized Ranking (BPR) has experimentally been shown to outperform a variety of competitive baselines [9].
Furthermore, BPR-MF (i.e., BPR with MF as the underlying predictor) has been successfully extended to incorporate
(pre-trained) visual signals. Besides images, others have developed content and context-aware models that make use
of a variety of information sources, including temporal dynamics and geographic information. These fall under the
umbrella of ‘content aware’ recommender systems, though orthogonal due to the application domain and choice of
signals considered.
The concept of the recommendation technology was first introduced in the middle 1990s. So far, different advanced
algorithms have been developed. Several recommendation algorithms have been deployed in the literature including:
Content-based recommendation algorithm, with an instance like the CRESA, combined textual attributes, visual
features, and human visual attention to compose the clothes profile in the recommendation. Ajmani [10] presented a
novel method for content-based recommendation of media-rich commodities with the use of probabilistic multimedia
ontology. Nogueira [11] presented a new collaborative filtering-based recommendation algorithm that utilizes the visual
attention to characterize images and alleviate the new item cold-start problem. Hwang [12] put forward a method to
generate the automatic rules with the user’s items and made a suggestion on the best rule, this is the rule-based
recommendation algorithm. Scholz [13] discovered the effectiveness of exponential utility functions in predicting
optimal recommendation ranks for products, and linear utility functions as a better approach in estimating customers’
willingness.
To achieve these recommendations in most fashion recommendation systems, several factors have been considered
by different authors. Customer ratings and clothing styles are utilized as considerations for garment recommendations
[14]. Similarly, user’s personal preference and the history of clothing items have been considered [15]. Furthermore,
some scholars found that the past statistics of clothes and accessories and current weather conditions as well as
special occasions could provide a relevant recommendation on garment [16]. In order to meet different needs, an
intelligent clothing recommendation system based on the principles of wearing fashion and aesthetic is studied [17].
In addition, Iwata et al, [18] offered a recommender system, utilizing fashion magazines’ full-body photographs. Some
garment recommendation systems integrate the fashion themes and shape professional designers’ knowledge and
perception to help them choose the most relevant garment design scheme for a specific customer [19]. This later
approach requires models that allow reasoning to be done with the knowledge, of which ontology plays a key role.
"Ontology is an explicit specification of conceptualization. The term is borrowed from philosophy, where ontology is a
systematic account of existence". [20]. An ontology consists of a set of concepts, axioms and relationships that
describes a domain of interest. These concepts and relationships between them are usually implemented as classes,
relations, properties, attributes and values. Ontology is an important knowledge representation formalism [21]. It
defines the kinds of things that exist in an application domain. To a computer scientist, ontology is a framework for
representing concepts (things, or ideas about things) and the relationship that exist between those concepts [22].
Majority of recent research on recommendation systems have used collaborative filtering technique employing some
k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) approach [23] where the recommendation set is restricted to the well-established products.
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Few researchers [24, 17] have proposed the use of ontology to establish similarity between products in terms of their
contents, primarily to alleviate the cold start problem. A person is said to be well dressed, when the visual properties
of the dress chosen, blend well with the visual properties of her personality in context of an occasion. Fashion ontology
needs to capture the relations between different classes of garments, user personalities and occasions of wear. The
recommendation system is aimed at delivering complement garments to the user by making use of ontology driven
approach.
3. DESIGN METHODOLOGY
The Ontology-based Recommender System Framework is shown in figure 1. This framework considers certain manual
parameters and assists users in suggesting appropriate outfits based on probabilistic reasoning schemes. The study
targets e-commerce users, with specific demographics and fashion apparels divided into different gender categories.

Fig.1 : Onlotolgy-Driven Collaborative Filtering Recommender Framework
The framework consists of the following parts:
i. User interface: Initially the system gathers the following inputs from the user - an image of a same garment and
user facial image. These inputs are collectively considered to identify the context and to determine the user’s color,
season, traits that are passed to the next phase for reasoning. Recommended Output: The complement garments
that best pairs up with the input garment and visual personality.
ii. The Web-based system: Here, the collaborative filtering algorithm is employed on the preprocessed input.
iii. Recommendation Engine: This module of the system framework is responsible for reasoning and recommendation.
In this phase, the media attributes of garments were extracted such as color, pattern which helps in recognizing
the kind of a garment.
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The recommendation engine for facilitating recommendation further utilizes these media features.
a) Knowledge Base: To represent the knowledge corresponding to the garment domain, an ontology has been
constructed using OWL.
b) Reasoning and Inference: The image features and user attributes were mapped to the ontology concepts.
The belief corresponding to the concepts then propagates in the Bayesian method that helps in recognizing
the concept.
The fashion ontology is modeled using the Ontology Web Language (OWL) and is visualized in the ontograf in figure 2.

Figure 2: Fashion Ontology
4. ONTOLOGICAL REASONING FOR FASHION RECOMMENDATION
Upon running the Protégé Editor and loading the Ontology, Axiom Metrics and Classes in the fashion ontology are
used for reasoning with the “reasoner” in the development tool. The following Plugins were installed in the Protégé to
increase the features of the design environment:
VOWL (Visual Notation for OWL Ontologies): This is a plugin that is used to visualize the ontology and outlines
classes and subclasses.
Pellet: This is an OWL-DL “reasoner” that can be used to run queries and carry out inferences.
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Figure 3 shows the concepts or entities creation in the fashion ontology.

Figure 3: Building Entities in Fashion Ontology
Attributes:
Garment (top, bottom, overall)
Body type (oval, normal figure, hourglass)
Color (eye color, skin color, hair color)
Occasion wear (party, office, casual, native)
Season (summer, winter, spring and autumn)
Relationship: “Is a”, “Has” or “Feature of”.
The fashion ontology classes are built under the “OWL Thing” base class. Some of the classes have subclasses and
some instances as shown in figure 4 and 5. The properties (attributes) of an instance used for reasoning in the ontology
include season, color (hair color, skin color, eye color) and body as shown in the Object Property display in figure 6.
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Figure 4: Classes and Subclasses in Fashion Ontology

Figure 5: Classes and Subclasses of Fashion Ontology
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Figure 6: Object Property Display
5. CONCLUSION
This work presents a framework for recommending apparels to users based on their preferences. This framework is
based on the users’ input. To realize this task, fashion ontology was created to provide domain knowledge required
for reasoning and recommendation of users’ garments. The adoption of the system has great implications for the
fashion industry as it would assist customers in suggesting appropriate outfits based on probabilistic reasoning
schemes. Although the fashion industry is as old as the existence of humans, such a selection system would assist in
showcasing suitable outfits thereby further promoting the industry. The system developers on the other hand stand to
benefit from the handshake to one of the lucrative industries in the world.
6. FUTURE WORK
As future research, a plug-in of the ontology-driven fashion recommender system will be developed. This will be
integrated into selected functional fashion systems under study. An evaluation of effects on the fashion sites with and
without the plug-in over set duration will be carried out.
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